
GUID Fixer - Manual

You have conflicting GUIDs and need some new ones? 
Some error has given you a GUID but you don‘t know what that belongs to?

You need a quick way to do some full text search on your Asset files?

Don‘t worry! GUID Fixer is here to help you out.
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1. Prerequisites
Please check that your Asset Serialization is set to „Force Text“.

To enable editing GUIDs your scene files have to be saved in a text format.
Unity is already configured to use a text format by default. Therefore no changes are required.

If you want to be extra sure then please check the settings under:
Project Settings > Asset Serialization Mode > Force Text



2. Generating new GUIDs
To generate new GUIDs simply Right-Click > GUID > Regenerate.
You can do this on any folders or files inside Assets. In this example we will only regenerate the 
GUID for one single Prefab (BlueCube):

A warning will appear as you are about to do some major changes to your project.
Be sure to COMMIT your changes before doing this as Unity can not revert it.

After the change you will notice that the GUIDs in some files have changed.



Here are the changes made to the .meta file of BlueCube.prefab:

And these are the changes made to each scene which contained that prefab:

If you wish to regenerate the GUIDs of the whole project simply right click on the „Assets“ folder 
and choose GUID > Regenerate.

NOTICE 1:  Only assets which are located under /Assets can be changed. Changing GUIDs in 
packages is not supported.

NOTICE 2: Be cautious with changing GUIDs of third party assets as you will most likely get 
duplicate files after an update. Unity considers identical files with different GUIDs as two different
files.



3. Replacing an existing GUID

To replace a certain GUID with a custom GUID use Right-Click > GUID > Replace

Enter the new GUID.

Keep in mind that a valid GUID is a hexadecimal number with a length of 32 characters.
The tool will help you to get it right by validating the GUID while you type it in.

Finally click „Replace“ and your asset will have a new GUID.



4. How to get a GUID
To get the GUID of an object use Right-Click > GUID > Copy To Clipboard.

It will also be logged in the console:

You can do this with multiple objects too.

Their GUIDs will be comma separated.



5. Copying missing GUIDs (Fixing Missing Scripts)
Imagine you have a script attached to many MANY game objects across multiple scenes and 
you want to fix it.

If you Right-click on the GameObject you can choose „Copy Missing GUID“.

This will copy the GUID of the missing script(s) into the clip-board and log them on the console.



Now you can use the „Replace“ method to change the GUID of any script to match the missing 
one. This will changed the GUID of the existing script and effectively reconnect it.

NOTICE: make sure the script is not referenced by other objects. If they do then these 
references will need to be patched afterwards. This workflow is best for replacing broken 
references with a new script which does not yet have any other references.



6. Searching for GUIDs
You might be hesitant to change a GUID (as you should be).
To get a feeling for what a change would mean you can search for a GUID first.
There are two ways to start a search, A and B.

A) Right-Click > GUID > Search

Let‘s say you want to see where the GUID of the „GreenCube“ Prefab is used.

This will prefill the GUID field in the search window with the GUID of the selected object(s).

Remember: You can do all this with multiple objects too. The GUIDs will be comma separated.



B) Tools > GUID Fixer > Search

Doing it this way you will have to provide a GUID yourself.

By default the tool will search ALL assets under the „Assets“ directory.

If you check the „Scan selected“ checkbox then only the current selection will be searched.



7. Tricking GUID Fixer into acting as a full-text search engine
Since the GUID search is really just a full text search on all the text assets in you Assets/ directory
you can use it to search for some other stuff too.

Let‘s assume you have this super secret textfield which you forgot where it is but you still know it
has the text „hard to find“ in it.

Try this:

First, we start a new search.

Second, we enter the text we are looking for („hard to find“) and Press „Start Search“.

Now at least we know in which scene that textfield is in. ;-)
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